We study a system coupled to external degrees of freedom, called bath, where we assume that the total system consisting of system and bath is in equilibrium. An expansion in the coupling between system and bath leads to a general form of the reduced density matrix of the system as a function of the bath self energy. The coupling to the bath results in a renormalization of the energies of the system and in a change of the eigenbasis. This theory is applicable to quantum emulators in thermal equilibrium. Undesired external degrees of freedom can affect their reliability. We study the influence of bosonic degrees of freedom on the state of a six qubit system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The research on quantum computation has lead to a tremendous development of controlled quantum systems 1 . Even though building a universal quantum computer remains a huge challenge 2 , it is now possible to build artificial quantum systems to explore special physical models. This method is called quantum emulation or analog quantum simulation 3 . It differs from digital quantum simulation, where the time evolution of a system is simulated using qubit gates. A comprehensive review of quantum simulation is given in Ref. 4 . In quantum emulation the idea is to map a Hamiltonian on an artificial quantum system, which can be controlled and read out. One simple example is to map spin problems to coupled two level systems 5 , which could be build by e.g. using trapped ions or superconducting qubits 6 . These systems should be easier to build than a universal quantum computer but provide the possibility to solve problems which can not be solved numerically on classical computers.
Superconducting circuits allow for a vast flexibility and several quantum emulation proposals exist 7 . But especially in the field of cold gases a substantial amount of spectacular experiments have been performed. The problems studied range from strongly correlated fermionic systems 8 over nonequilibrium physics 9 to strongly correlated bosonic systems 10, 11 and frustrated magnetism 12 . Already such experiments reach the limit of classical computation 13 , in the sense that present-day classical computers cannot perform first-principles simulations of these large systems. But quantum emulation cannot just be used for condensed matter problems. There is even the possibility to solve problems from high energy physics or cosmology [14] [15] [16] [17] . In order to use quantum emulation to solve new problems, we need to estimate the reliability of emulation experiments. There are two approaches 18 to validate results of a quantum emulation. One is called cross validation 19 . This means that the emulation is performed on different physical realizations. One expects consistent results for universal properties, because it is very likely that the errors are not the same in different realizations. The second method is to use analytically or numerically obtained results to validate the result of the emulation 20, 21 . However this requires the emulation to be performed in a regime where analytical or numerical calculation is possible, defeating the purpose of quantum emulation. The hope is of course that after validation of the results of a quantum emulation in a classically solvable regime, the emulator works also in other regimes. But both validation techniques give no quantitative evaluation of the error, and they restrict the usability of quantum emulation.
If a quantum emulator, described by the ideal Hamiltonian H S , is studied in equilibrium conditions, we know that the ideal form of the density matrix of the emulator is given by ρ S = e −βHS /Tr(e −βHS ). However if the coupling of the emulator to external degrees of freedom is not infinitesimally small, the form of the equilibrium density matrix can be changed 22, 23 . Also, in the context of adiabatic quantum computation the influence of external degrees of freedom has been studied [24] [25] [26] . For classical and quantum systems similar approaches to ours have already been used to analyze the reduced density matrix of a system with finite coupling to its environment 27, 28 . We analyze a system H S which is the ideal quantum emulator, coupled to external degrees of freedom like phonons or the electromagnetic field. The full Hamiltonian consists of three parts,
where the external degrees of freedom are contained in the bath Hamiltonian H B , and a coupling between bath and ideal emulator is described by H C . The eigenstates and eigenenergies of the system are given by
In this paper we regard this setting in thermal equilibrium. Therefore we know that the form of the density matrix is given by ρ = e −βH /Tr(e −βH ). If it is our goal to determine an equilibrium expectation value for an operator A acting on the emulator described by H S , we measure
withρ S = Tr B (ρ), and Tr S (Tr B ) is the trace over the states of the emulator (bath). In general this expectation value deviates from the unperturbed value Tr S (ρ S A) becauseρ S = ρ S . To understand the influence of the external degrees of freedom on measurement results we therefore have to calculate the reduced density matrixρ S . Using a diagrammatic technique we find the following form for the components of the reduced density matrix
where E re n denotes the renormalized energy. This means that the coupling to external degrees of freedom has two consequences. On the one hand it leads to a renormalization of energies, where the renormalized energy depends on diagonal elements of the self energy Σ which describes the influence of external degrees of freedom.
On the other hand the eigenbasis of the density matrix changes since f ss ′ n is in general not zero for s = s ′ . A detailed discussion of Eq. (4) is given in Sec. III.
In Sec. II we describe the diagrammatic expansion leading to an equation for the reduced density matrix. The solution of this equation using the Laplace transform is presented in Sec. III. Finally in Sec. IV we focus on the results for the lowest order in self energy and consider a six qubit model system.
II. DIAGRAMMATIC EXPANSION
The equilibrium state of the full system is described by the density matrix,
where Z denotes the corresponding partition function. The state of the system under the influence of the environment is given by the reduced density matrix, where the trace is taken over the external degrees of freedom,
In general the reduced density matrixρ S differs from the equilibrium density matrix of the system Hamiltonian ρ S . This discrepancy describes the influence of the external degrees of freedom. Using the interaction picture in imaginary time
we find the following identity which is useful to rewrite the equation for the reduced density matrix,
where T denotes the time ordering operator. A similar approach based on this equation was used in the context of adiabatic quantum computation by Deng et al. in Ref.
27. But they only calculated the lowest order term in H C , while we formulate our expansion to all orders. As we will show later, we can sum certain classes of diagrams to all orders. Using Eq. (9) we obtain the reduced density matrix ρ S expressed in terms of the equilibrium density matrix of the system Hamiltonian ρ S and the bath Hamiltonian ρ B ,ρ
Thus it appears thatρ S depends on the unperturbed density matrix ρ S and a bath expectation value which reflects the effect of the coupling H C . Using Eq. (9) the fraction of partition functions can be identified as the so called vacuum diagrams S o , where . .
This allows us to rewrite the reduced density matrix in terms of ρ S and S,
An expansion of S in the coupling Hamiltonian can be used to find an approximation for the reduced density matrixρ S ,
We can always set H C B to zero, by adding an appropriate term to the system Hamiltonian. Therefore odd powers of H C vanish in the expectation value. To perform this expansion we use a diagrammatic technique. We assume the coupling Hamiltonian to be of the form,
where O is an operator acting on the system, and b † j , b j denote creation and annihilation operators of bosonic modes with frequency ω j . Modeling the bath as a sum of bosonic modes, allows for the description of every bath where fluctuations have a Gaussian distribution and in most cases non-Gaussian corrections remain small 29, 30 . For superconducting qubits the bath could also be fermionic 31, 32 , which could also be described by our theory with only a few adjustments. If for all contractions only equivalent pairs of annihilation and creation operators are chosen 33 , the only change is that the spectral function of the bath is given by Eq. (20) in Ref. 34 . For a more general approach contraction rules have to be defined with an appropriate sign change 35 . We obtain the diagrammatic rules by examining the expansion of one matrix element of the reduced density matrix,
Here we have assumed, that different bath modes are not correlated,
Free propagations e −(τ lef t −τ right )HS are represented by straight lines. A dashed line means a bath correlator (15)), which we obtain using this rules is the following,
For simplicity we introduced the unnormalized reduced density matrixρ
We can define a self energy,
and obtain a Dyson equation,
The explicit expression for the Dyson equation is given bỹ
After solving this equation a normalization according to
gives us the reduced density matrixρ S . A derivation with respect to β leads to an equation of motion for the reduced density matrix,
which is quite similar to the well-known master equation. However the inverse temperature β takes the role of time and the self energy is simply an operator and not a superoperator. The explicit expression for the lowest order term of the self energy is given as follows,
Defining the spectral density of the bath modes
we can rewrite the self energy, which takes the form
A. Truncation of the series forρ
To understand the conditions for the convergence of our expansion we consider diagrams of first and second order in H C .
I:
II:
, III: .
As a worst case estimation we set the contributions of the free propagations and the matrix elements of O to unity. We focus on the limit β → ∞. In this regime the diagrams are dominated by the following terms,
For the spectral density, we assume an ohmic spectrum with Lorentzian cutoff at frequency ω c ,
whereas η denotes the coupling strength. We introduce dimensionless parameters ν 1/2 = ω /ωc andS(ν) = S(ν) /ηωc to find
To verify this behavior, Fig. 1 shows a numerical calculation for diagrams II and III, where we consider all orders in β. We immediately see, that diagram II can be neglected in comparison to I if η ≪ 1. However diagram III is only negligible in comparison to I if
Considering this we see that it is necessary to sum up separable diagrams within the self energy, especially in the limit β → ∞, and that it is possible to neglect fully crossed diagrams like I. Because of the similarity of the self energy to the diagrams discussed above
it is possible to truncate the series for the self energy if η < 1.
B. Generalization of HC
To derive the diagrammatic theory, we assumed that the coupling Hamiltonian has a simple form (Eq. (14)). However, in the case of a system consisting of many qubits, it is reasonable to assume that every qubit is coupled to an individual bath. Therefore we consider a generalized coupling Hamiltonian,
We assume all baths to be of the same type,
But the individual baths are not correlated,
In this case the self energy is given as a sum of self energies for each coupling operator h n ,
III. GENERAL SOLUTION
Due to the convolution integral in Eq. (23), a solution in Laplace space is appropriate,
The equation for the unnormalized reduced density matrix in Laplace space reads
This directly leads to the solution in Laplace space,
The imaginary time corresponds to the temperature. Therefore τ = 0 means an infinitely high temperature, which means in turn equal probabilities for each state. Hence we assumeρ
To get an hermitian density matrix, the solution in Laplace space has to fulfill the following condition,
The solution (Eq. (43)) satisfies this under two constraints,
2) [ρ
The first is fulfilled for the full self energy. The second constraint is achieved under the assumption that ρ (u)
To find the solution for the reduced density matrix, we have to perform the inverse Laplace transform,
This integral can be computed by using the residue theorem, where κ lies in the region of convergence ofρ
S (ǫ). We close the contour counter clockwise with a semicircle with infinite radius. Therefore we enclose all singularities ofρ (u) S (ǫ). The reduced density matrix can be written as a sum over all isolated singularities i,
To identify the singularities, we rewrite the solution for the reduced density matrix in Laplace space in terms of determinant and adjugate matrix,
In the limit of small effect of the external degrees of freedom, hence small self energy, one can approximate the roots of the determinant as follows,
We introduce the renormalized energy E re s = E s − Σ ss (−E s ). It is also possible to find the roots of the determinant numerically and use the result as the renormalized energy. For larger self energies with significant dependence on the energies E s , it is possible that the determinant has more roots than the dimension of H S .
The components of adj (ǫ + H S − Σ(ǫ)) are given as multiplications of components of ǫ + H S − Σ(ǫ). Consequently the singularities of the adjugate matrix are the singularities of the self energy. But this singularities coincide with the singularities of the determinant and are therefore canceled. If we assume the remaining singularities to be simple poles, the reduced density matrix can be written as follows,
Compared to an equilibrium density matrix, the components ofρ S (β) retain the exponential factors but with a renormalized energy,
Furthermore the matrix is generally not diagonal in the eigenbasis of H S . For infinite coupling strength one expectsρ S (β) to commute with H C 22,23 . This transition of the eigenbasis is described by the values of f ss ′ n (β) as a function of η. To understand the influence of external degrees of freedom on specific model systems, these two effects can be studied by calculating the self energy and evaluating Eq. (51).
To illustrate the structure of the reduced density matrix and its dependence on the self energy Σ, we state the result for an arbitrary two dimensional system with non degenerate eigenenergies,
This equation shows how the renormalization of the energy and the change of the eigenbasis is expressed in terms of the full self energy.
IV. LOWEST ORDER RESULTS
In this section we will present the results for the reduced density matrix with lowest order in the self energy. For the spectral density of the bath modes, we assume an ohmic spectrum with Lorentzian cutoff at frequency ω c , whereas η denotes the coupling strength (Eq. 31).
In the standard master equation approach, lowest order results are normally obtained in the Markov approximation 36 . For an ohmic spectral density one can show that the bath correlator in imaginary time is not simply an exponentially decaying function, but has a peak at τ = 0 and τ = β. Therefore a Markov approximation is not suitable, and we calculate the self energy in Laplace space. In lowest order we truncate the series for the self energy after the first term. This term of the self energy is hermitian and therefore fulfills the condition (Eq. (45)) for a hermitian density matrix. The first order term of the self energy in Laplace space reads
In the case of the ohmic spectral density with Lorentzian cutoff, the following integral has to be computed to calculate the self energy,
This integral can be solved using the residue theorem. For ω c = ν n and ǫ / ∈ {−E s − iω c , −E s − iν n } with n ∈ N, we find
where we have introduced the Matsubara frequencies ν n = 2πn /β. Θ1 /2 (x) describes the step function, which has the value 1 /2 at x = 0. Thus we can construct Σ (1) (ǫ) using the appropriate operator O. As described in the previous section, we can than calculateρ
In the next subsections we apply these calculations to two qubit model systems. In the first model system we examine the influence of external degrees of freedom on an equilibrium expectation value as an example for a measurable quantity. With the second model system we show that even in thermal equilibrium external degrees of freedom can have an enormous influence on key quantum properties such as entanglement and coherence.
A. Model system -1 qubit
Now we focus on a two-level system coupled to bosonic degrees of freedom,
The coupling is characterized by the operator
Using Eq. (56) we find the first order self energy for the model system,
With Eq. (53) we can now calculate the reduced density matrix. Results for the expectation value of σ x are shown in Fig. 2 . With increasing coupling strength σ x decreases. This illustrates, that the external degrees of freedom can have a substantial influence on the state of the system which can result in a significant change of measurable quantities.
B. Model system -6 qubits
We analyze a six qubit system similar to the eight qubit unit cell of a quantum annealing processor examined by Lanting et al. 37 ,
J ij is nonzero for the connections shown in Fig. 3 . ξ 1/2 are Gaussian noise factors with mean value 1. We introduce this parameter noise to avoid degeneracy, because this would complicate the calculation of the residues compared to Eq. (51). We assume all qubits to be coupled to individual bosonic baths (b
Each bath has an ohmic spectral density with Lorentzian cutoff (Eq. (31)). As described in part II B, we can trace this problem back to the diagrammatic theory described for a simpler interaction Hamiltonian. For the numerical simulation it is necessary to calculate the adjugate of a matrix. A potent improvement can be achieved by calculating the adjugate matrix using matrix decompositions 38 . For the chosen set of parameters the ground state of H S is approximately the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state 39 of six qubits
which is a highly entangled state. In the density matrix the entanglement of this state is expressed by matrix element ↑↑ . . . |ρ GHZ | ↓↓ . . . . also gets occupied. For the one qubit system we examined the influence of the external degrees of freedom on an equilibrium expectation value. Here we have focused on the variation of ↑↑ . . . |ρ S | ↓↓ . . . for different η to show that the coupling to a bosonic bath reduces the entanglement. Each qubit is coupled to an individual bath via σ (i)
z . For infinitely large coupling strength η the density matrix of each qubit will be diagonal in the eigenbasis of σ (i) z . Therefore we expect the density matrix of the six qubit systemρ S to approach a product state with increasing η. This is reflected in the decay of the matrix element ↑↑ . . . |ρ S | ↓↓ . . . . We see that even in thermal equilibrium a coupling to bosonic degrees of freedom leads to less quantum coherence.
V. CONCLUSION
Using a diagrammatic approach we derived an equation for the reduced density matrix of a system coupled to external degrees of freedom in thermal equilibrium. It is possible to solve this equation in Laplace space. The inverse Laplace transform leads to a renormalization of energies. The renormalized energies can be approximated using the self energy or determined numerically. Moreover we describe a change of the eigenbasis (Eq. (51)) induced by the environmental degrees of freedom. By analyzing a one qubit system we showed the fundamental influence of the bath on expectation values. Furthermore, exemplified on a six qubit system, we worked out the impact of external degrees of freedom on key quantum properties such as entanglement and coherence in equilibrium. For quantum emulation this means that external degrees of freedom can have a huge influence on the density matrix and therefore on the reliability of an emulator.
